
5TEINA AND PTOILEMY
By Robert Haller

Switch! Monitor! Drift! is a videotape Steina made in 1976 .
It is part of her Machine Vision' series-agroup oftapes and
installations that questions our assumptions of point of
view, "our" visual spectrum, our sense of where we are in
terms of what we see . Steinashowsthe tape rarely, apparent-
ly believing it to be too specialized or too long (at fifty
minutes it is almost twice as long as any of her other tapes) .

In the title of Switch! Monitor! Drift! we can see the
first clue to her method . Each word has a double aspect : as a
noun and as a verb . The exclamation points emphasize the
verbal tendency, but also imply, by their profusion, an irony
that leads one to question their absolute meaning .

Three sections ofthe tape exemplifythe method that in-
fuses the whole work . Early in the tape, following a myster-
ious series of 360 degree pans through the Vasulka's equip
ment cluttered work space, Steina appears with a violin in
her hands . She proceeds to play it, and as the tone changes
with each different position of the bow, so the video image
changes-flip-flopping (to use Steina's words) back and
forth between two cameras . Watching the image "played,"
we deduce that thebow positions control the image . Yet later
in the tape, when the image is again "played," againwith the
sound-track changingwith each flip-flop, one wonders ifthe
sound is controlling the image, or the reverse . The sound
might be the image, read on a different kind of machine (an
approach already performed by colleague Tony Conrad in
his film Boolian Algebra) . Equally, the sound may be con-
trolling the image, and might even be from the violin :
because the image is so slowed that we can see the scans, and
the sound is very base, the sound might be a "slowed down"
violin .

How the tape was "shot" is another example of Steina's
method . Not until the second half of the work do we see the
machine that has been used to photograph so much ofit . All
of the imagery was double-exposed, either two alternating
images on a switching device or two images in one frame,
with a mat used to obscure one and reveal the other . The rela-
tion of the two cameras is not made clear until the moment
when we see both, each rotating on its axis, both also atop
another rotating platform-and both turning within slotted
concave half-mirrors . Accelerating, slowing, then accelerat-
ing again, the apparent camera motion suggests the epicyclic
movements of the planets in Ptolemy's classical cosmology .
The confusion could be impenetrable were it not forSteina's
intervention when she thrusts her hand into the frame to
throw switches on the mechanism . She does so from the di-
rection of the spectator, but she also does so only moments
after we have seen her imagefacing us . It is at this point that
the existence of the slotted concave mirrors becomes clear,
and soon after that we can deduce thenature of the machine
(although we never see it whole) .

To so challenge the viewer (to move him from the posi-
tion of Ptolemy to that of Copernicusl) is remarkable . A
more remarkable set of images can be found in the brief se
quences when Steina provides us with the only close-up im-
agesof her face in the tape . Multiplied and "rippling" across
the screen, as if on the surface of an electric liquid, Steina's
face appears seen slightly from below . After a few seconds it
becomes recognizable, attentively serious, looking out ofthe
screen in our direction . Suddenly from the right edge of the
screen a form intrudes, a form that is Steina's silhouette .
From the left edge another form appears, a video camera
pointed toward the opposite face . The image stands like a
kind ofsignature, and thenis transformed bythe recognition
that in silhouette we can see how the image that is facing us
was made ; whether the images in silhouette are the souce of

the background image is not that important-theycould be .
What is important is the sense one also gets from looking at
Nam June Paik's Video Buddha (who contemplates a video
camerapointing at himself) : video as a mirrorthat permits us
to better see ourselves .

'Machine Vision is a series of tapes made by Steina between
1975 and 1977, and the 1978 installation Allvision . The five
tapes are :
From Cheektowaga to Tonawanda (1975) 36 minutes, color
Signifying Nothing (1975) 15 minutes, b/w
Sound and Fury (1975) 15 minutes, b/w
Switch! Monitor! Drift! (1975) 50 minutes, b/w
Snowed Tapes (1977) 15 minutes, b/w



STEINA: NOTES ON SWITCH!MONITOR! DRIFT!
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